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We give some fixed points theorems for multivalued nonexpansive and 
pseudocontractive mappings detined on closed convex unbounded subsets of a 
Banach space. Some of such results extend to the multivoque case a few of the 
theorems already known for the univoque case, while some other results improve 
a few of the theorems already known for the multivoque case. ICY 1991 Academic Press, 
Inc. 
In this paper we study the existence of fixed points for multivalued 
mappings T: K + X, where K is an unbounded closed convex subset of a 
real Banach space X and T is either a nonexpansive or a pseudocontractive 
mapping (see below for their definitions). 
Our investigation is prompted by a work of Kirk-Ray [ 11 in which 
similar problems are treated for single-valued mappings in uniformly 
convex Banach spaces and by two recent papers of Carbone-Marino [2] 
and Marino-Pietramala [3] in which (always for single-valued case) the 
structure of some geometric sets in Banach spaces is examined. 
The theorem of Lim [4] always assures the existence of a fixed point for 
nonexpansive mappings T: K + X(K) from the closed bounded convex 
subset K of an uniformly convex Banach space X into the family of non- 
empty compact subsets of K, while it is known that for a wide class of 
unbounded closed convex sets K (e.g., subsets of Hilbert spaces which 
contain an infinite ray) there exist nonexpansive mappings T: K 3 X(K) 
which fail to have a fixed point [I 1. 
Thus it is interesting to investigate the existence of fixed points for non- 
expansive mappings defined on closed convex unbounded subsets in the 
“rich” structure of Hilbert spaces too. 
A line of research in this direction (for the single-valued case) has been 
initiated by Goebel-Kuczumov [S] and is expanded in [ 1, 6, 7, 2, 31. 
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In these papers it is shown that it is sufficient to assume that T moves 
some points in a bounded “direction” for the existence of fixed points. 
More precisely in [S] it is proved that if K is a closed convex subset of 
1, and T: K -+ K is nonexpansive (single-valued) for which there exists a 
point x E K such that the set 
LS(X,TX;K):=(ZEK:(Z-x,Tx-x)>O} 
is bounded, then T has a fixed point in K, 
On the same line in [l] it is shown that if K is an unbounded closed 
convex subset of an uniformly convex space X and T: K --* K is lipschitzian 
pseudocontractive (single-valued) mapping for which the set 
G(x, TX; K) := {zEK: /Iz- Txll d lIz-xil} 
is bounded for some x E K, then T has a fixed point in K. 
The present paper seems to be the first to extend to Banach spaces and 
multivalued mappings the ideas contained (for single-valued case) in 
[Is, 11. 
1. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
In this section we introduce some necessary notation and definitions. 
Let X be a real Banach space and let K be a nonempty convex subset of 
X. We denote by .X(X) (resp. x(K)) the family of nonempty compact 
subsets of X (resp. K) and by 9?93(X) the family of nonempty bounded 
closed subsets of X. 
For any A E %??J(X) we note with W(A) the closed convex hull of A and 
for any A, BE W&f(X) the Hausdorff metric H, induced by the norm of X, 
is defined as 
H(A, B) := max(sup d(b, A), sup d(a, B)), 
hGB UEA 
where d(x, Y) := inf( IIx - yll : YE Y>. 
A multivalued mapping T: K + g&J(X) is said to be lipschitzian if 
H(Tx, TY)<L Ilx-yll 
for any x, y E K, L 2 0. T is nonexpansive if L = 1 and a contraction if L < 1. 
T is said to be demiclosed (on the convex subset K) if x, converges 
weakly to x, y, converges to y, y, E TX,, imply y E TX. 
T is semiconvex (on K) if for any x, y E K, z = 2x + (1 - 2)y (0 < 2 6 1 ), 
and any UE TX, VE Ty there exists YE Tz such that llqll <max(Ilujl, ilvlj}. 
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We introduce now the geometric sets which play a fundamental role in 
our results. We set (for any x, y E X) 
7(x, y) := lim lb + oil - IIXII 
i-0’ t ’ 
The following properties of z are well known [S] 
$a-% Y) = T(-G Y) (a>O) 
7(x, Y) G Ml 
T(X, bx + cy) = b llxll + cz(x, y) (b real, c>O) 
T(X, y + z) < 7(x, y) + T(X, z) 
4x3 Y) = (4 Y> Ilxll -l (in Hilbert spaces). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Following [2] we define, for x, y E X, E > 0, 
LS(x, y; K) := { zEK:T(x-z, y-x)-CO} 
LS(x, y, E; K) := { ZEK: 5(X-Z, y-x)+ 
In [2] it is shown that, put 
G(x, y; K) := {ZE K: IIz-y[I < llz-XII}, 
X is strictly convex if and only if G(x, y; X) E LS(x, y; X) for any x, y E X. 
This remains true if y is replaced by a subset A of X, i.e., X is strictly 
convex if and only if G(x, A; A’) c LS(x, A; X) for any XE X and A s X, 
where G and LS are so defined: 
LS(X,A;K):={ZEK:~UEA:T(X-~,a-x)<Oj= u LS(x,a;K) 
OGA 
LS(X,A,&;K):={~EK:~~EA:T(~-z,a-x)<E)= IJ LS(x,a,c;K) 
UEA 
G(x,A;K):=(zEK:~uEA:~~z-~~/~~~z-x~~]= u G(x,a;K). 
UEA 
2. NONEXPANSIVE MAPPINGS 
Out first result extends [2, Theorem 1.3 J concerning self-mappings to 
multivalued mappings. 
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THEOREM 1. Let X be a real Banach space whose bounded closed convex 
subsets have the fixed point property .for multivalued nonexpansive point- 
compact self-mappings. 
Let K be a closed convex subset of X and T: K-+ X(K) nonexpansive. If 
there exists x0 E K such that LS(x,, W( TX,); K) is bounded, then T has a 
fixed point in K. 
Prof. Assume x0+ TX, (otherwise we are done). It is enough to 
show that a bounded closed convex subset of K exists which is invariant 
under T. 
We set 
R:=4sup(H({z},W(Tx,)):z~LS(x~,W(Tx~); K)} 
S:={z~K:3v~W(Tx~)suchthat llz-vli<R}, 
Then one can verify that S is a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of 
K. It remains to show that T(S) c S. We consider separately the two cases 
z E S n LS(x,, W( TX,); K) and z E S, z $ LS(xo, W( TxO); K). 
Assume first that z E Sn LS(x,, W(Tx,); K) and let q EW(TXJ, q fx,. 
Then 
xo+u z x0--- 
i 
x0-r 
2 
,rj--x0 =z 
> ( 
- q-x, 
2 ’ 1 
=(from(l)) 
=$x,-q, q-xo)=(from(3))= -(Ix,--~(1 CO, 
i.e., (x0 + q)/2 E LS(x,, W( TX,); K), and by definition of R 
+I({?}, m(Tx,))> !iy-gl! =; 11x,-r/l, 
i.e., 11x0 - ~11 <R/2. Moreover, l(z - ;rl(/ < R/4 since z E LS(x,, W( TX,); K), 
so 
II-xoll < llz-VII + I/g-xoll <f+$<R. 
Now [9, Lemma 21 assures that H(W( Tz), W( TX,)) < H( Tz, TX,) and so, 
from nonexpansivity of T, we have 
H(W(Tz), W(Tx,))< I/z-xX0(1 <R. 
By definition of Hausdorff metric H it follows that for any u E Tz there 
exists v E W( TX,) such that 
I/u- v/I rH(W(Tz), W(Tx,)) < R, 
i.e., Tz G S. 
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Assume now that ZE S but z$ LS(x,, ~(Tx,); K). Then for any 
7 E W( TX,) we have 
.r(xo - z, q -x0) 2 0 
and, since z E S, there exists u E W( TX,) such that /)z - VII d R. Moreover, 
llz - x()1( = 7(x0 - 2, xg -z) (from (3)) 
=7(x0-z, v-z)--(x0-z, u-x()) (from (3)) 
< z(xg - z, v-z) 
6 lb -4 (from (2)) 
< R. 
Finally from 
H(W(Tz), W(Tx,))<H(Tz, TX,)< llz-xo~I <R 
follows, as before, that for any u E Tz there exists u E W( TX,) such that 
IIu-VII <H(W(Tz), W(Tx,))<R, 
i.e., Tz c S, concluding the proof, 1 
The next theorem extends [3, Theorem 3) to multivalued case. 
THEOREM 2. Let K he a closed convex subset of a real Banach space X, 
and let T: K + ,X(X) be a nonexpansive mapping which satisfies the 
following “inwardness” condition : T(x) rZ,(x) for any XE K, where 
IK(x) := {x + c(u - x) : u E K, c > 1) is the “inward set” of x relative to K. 
Suppose for some bounded set W c K that the set 
LS( W, TW; K) := n LS( w, Tw, K) 
,I E w 
is bounded. Then there exists a bounded sequence {x”) G K such that 
d(x,, TX,) + 0 as n -+ co. 
Proof: Let y E K fixed, and for any CI E (0,l) define T, : K + ,X(X) by 
T,(x) := (1 -a)y+uTx. 
It is easy to verify that T, is a contraction that satisfies the “inwardness 
condition” T,(x) c I,Jx) for any XE K (indeed, by convexity of K 
convexity of Z,(x) follows for any XE K). 
Thus from [ 10, Theorem 3.41 T, has a fixed point X, E K. 
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Suppose, by contradiction, that the set {x, : a E (0, l)> is unbounded. 
Then it is possible to choose k E (0, 1) such that 
sup W(y), TwW4-k W) (5) 
M‘t w 
sup llzll < IIXkll* (6) 
iELS(W, TW;K) 
We will prove that xk E LS( W, TW; K), i.e., that for any w E W there exists 
?,~Twsuchthatt(w-x,,r,.-w)<O.Indeed,byx,~(l-k)y+kTx,,it 
follows that xk = (1 - k) y + kc, 5 E TX,. 
From nonexpansivity of T there exists v,, E T(w) such that 
II5 - vlw.11 6 /I&f - WI1 (7) 
and so 
T(W--xk, VW-- w)=z(w-Xk, ~w-w+xk-xk) 
= -llw-x~(l +r(w-xx,, qw,-x,) (from (3)) 
d -llW--Xkll + IhI,.-Xkll (from (2)) 
= -llw--Al + Ilr,-(1 -k)y-klfky,ll 
d -llw--A +k llt-rwll +(I -k) llvlw-Al 
<(k-l) h-4 +(1-k) Ilv,~~-.~ll (from (7)) 
<(k-l) /Ix~-4 +(I -kVW), Tw) 
<(k-1)(1x,-wll+(l-k)d(x,, W) (from (5)) 
d(k-1)1(x,-wll+(l-k)x,-wll=O, 
i.e., xk E LS( W, TW, K) contradicting (6). 
Thus A4 := sup{ (I x,-~ll, aE:(O, 111 < co and moreover 
d(x,, TX,)= inf /Ix,--zl/ < x,- 
II 
x,-(1 -a)y 
z E T,* a 
=3 11x,-yll &jf A4 
and this last converges to 0 as a -+ 1. 1 
The following corollary improves [ 11, Corollary 21. 
COROLLARY 3. Let X, K, T be as in Theorem 2. Suppose that, for some 
bounded set WG K and E > 0, the set 
LS( W, TW, E; K) := n LS(w, Tw, E; K) 
W’S w
is relatively compact. Then T has a fixed point. 
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ProofI Let y E K fixed and A := sup{ I/y - t II,5 E TW}. Then for any E 
belonging to 
I:= 
the mapping defined by T,(x) := (1 - CI) y + CYTX is a contraction such that 
T,(x) E ZK(x) and so, as in Theorem 2, TX has a fixed point x, E Tz(xn). 
We show that x, E LS( W, TW, E; K) for any tl E I. 
Indeed, since x, E T,(x,), for any w E W there exists q,,, E Tw such that 
Hence, 
~(W-%, VW,-- w)=z(w-xx,,~,-xxI+x,-w) 
= -/lx,-w/I +T(w-xx,, q,.-x2) (from (3)) 
6 -lb,--II + llrn,-&II (from (2)) 
< -11x, - wll + WT&,), Tw) (from (8)) 
d 4x, - wll + ff(T,(x,), T,(w)) + H(T,(w)> Tw) 
< --lx,--II +a lb,--II +H(T,(w), Tw) 
(from contractivity of TX) 
= (a - 1) I/x, - Ml+ MT,(w), Tw) 
< H(T,(w), 7’~). 
Now, it is a routine calculation to verify that H( TN(w), Tw) 6 (1 - %)A, 
and so, for the choice of CC, we obtain z(w -x,, r~,, - w) <E, i.e., 
x, E LS( w, TW, E; K). 
By Theorem 2 we have d(x,, TX,) + 0 for CY + 1. 
Let now {x,,,,} be a sequence of {xb} such that x,(,)-+x0 (such a 
sequence necessarily exists from relative compactness of LS( W, TW, E; K)). 
Then 
X a(n) -+x 
cc(n) O’ 
X,(n) - (1 - 0)) Y E 
E(n) 
Tx 
a(n)’ 
X,(n) - Cl- 0)) Y --t xo 
u(n) 
and from upper semicontinuity of T follows x0 E TX,. i 
COROLLARY 4. Let X be a reflexive real Banach space, Kc X closed 
convex, T: K --, X(X) a nonexpansive mapping such that T(x) c Z,(x) for 
any x E K, I- T demiclosed on K. 
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Suppose for some bounded set W G K that the set LS( W, TW; K) is 
bounded. Then T has a ,fixed point. 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 2 there exists a bounded sequence 
{x,,} such that 
-G-(1 -4?)Y+KIY,, 
with y, E TX,, y, bounded also, and 11x,, -y,(l = (1 -a,) Il.~,ll -+ 0 as 
n-+oC. 
From reflexivity of X there exists a subsequence x,(~) of {xn} such that 
x,(~) converges weakly to z, for some z E K. So, since x, - y, E (I- T)(x,) 
and x, - y, + 0, the demiclosure of I- T assures that 0 E (I- T)(z), i.e., 
ZETZ. i 
The next corollary improves [ 11, Theorem 11. 
COROLLARY 5. Let X, K, T, W be as in Theorem 2 and suppose that 
there exists E > 0 such that LS( W, TW, E; K) is relatively weakly compact. 
If I - T is demiclosed or semiconvex on K, then T has a ,fixed point. 
Proof: First Case. I- T demiclosed. 
As the proof of Corollary 4, since in this case {x,~} E LS( W, TW, E; K) 
(see Corollary 3). 
Second Case. I- T semiconvex. 
We know (Corollary 3) that there exists a sequence {xn} G 
LS( W, TW, E; K) such that d(x,, TX,) -+ 0. 
From [ 11, Propositions 1 and 21 it follows that for any r > 0 the sets 
H,:= {xEK:d(x, Tx)dr) 
are (nonempty) closed convex. Hence H, are weakly closed for r > 0. 
Moreover the sets 
A, := H, n LS( W, TW, &; K)weak 
are nonempty and weakly closed in LS( W, TW, a; K)weak and obviously 
have the finite intersection property. 
Therefore, by the weak compactness of LS( W, TW, E; K)weak we have 
n I?, # @. It is clear that any point in n A, is a fixed point of T. u 
COROLLARY 6. Let X, K, T, W, LS( W, TW; K) be as in Theorem 2. Zf 
X is reflexive and satisfies Opial’s condition (i.e., if z, converges weakly to 
z and z # v then lim inf, _ ~ IJz, - zll < lim inf, _ 3. llz, - VII), then T has a 
.fixed point. 
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Proof Immediate from Corollary 4 since if X satisfies Opial’s condition 
and T is nonexpansive, then I- T is demiclosed on K by a result of 
c121. I 
COROLLARY 7. Let X, K, T, W, LS( W, TW; K) be as in Theorem 2. If 
X is uniformly convex, then T has a fixed point. 
Proof: Immediate from Corollary 4 since if A’ is uniformly convex and 
T is nonexpansive, then I - T is demiclosed on K by a result of [ 131. 1 
3. LIPSCHITZIAN PSEUDO-CONTRACTIVE MAPPINGS 
In this last section we give a result concerning lipschitzian pseudocon- 
tractive mappings, where we say that T: K--f %?g(X) is pseudocontractive 
iffor any x, ygK, UETX, v~Ty, r>O we have 
lb-yll Q ll(1 +r)(x-yY)-r(u-v)ll. 
This class of mappings includes, in the singlevalued case, all nonexpansive 
mappings, but for multivalued case this inclusion is not verified. 
For example, the multivalued map T: R + X‘(R) defined by 
T(x) = [x, x + l] is nonexpansive but not pseudocontractive. (Here R 
denotes the real numbers.) 
The results concerning the existence of fixed points for pseudocontractive 
mappings are closed related with the existence of zeros of accretive map- 
pings (see Morales [ 143) since T is pseudocontractive if and only if I- T 
is accretive. The study of accretive mappings is very important in connec- 
tion with the existence theory for nonlinear equations of evolution in 
Banach spaces (see, for example, 15-183). 
Theorem 1 (concerning nonexpansive multivalued self-mappings) is used 
in the proof of the following (concerning lipschitzian pseudocontractive 
multivalued mappings). 
THEOREM 8. Let X he a real Banach space whose bounded closed convex 
subsets have the fixed point property for multivalued nonexpansive point- 
compact self-mappings. 
Let K be a closed convex subset of X and let T: K+ .X(X) be a 
lipschitzian pseudocontractive mapping which satisfies the inwardness condi- 
tion TX E I,(x) for any x E K. 
Suppose that there exist x0 E K and E > 0 such that LS( (x,, CCi( TX,), E; K) 
is bounded. 
If TKn B, is compact for any B, := (z E K: ilzll < r} then T has a ,jxed 
point. 
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ProoJ: Let L be the Lipschitz constant of T and select IX such that 
O<cc<min(L-‘, &(2LH({x,}, Tx,)+LE)~‘). 
Then for any YE K the mapping Ty: K-+X(X) given by T,(x) := 
(1 - CI) y + clTx is a contraction that satisfies the inwardness condition 
T,(x) c ZK(x) for any x E K. 
Hence, by [ 10, Theorem 3.41 the set F,(y) of fixed points of T, is non- 
empty, closed and it is easy to verify that 
F,(Y)~(~-~)Y+~TF,(Y) (9) 
YE FE(Y) iff YE Ty. (10) 
Moreover we will show that for U, u E K fixed 
II-bll G Ilu-41 for any a E F,(u), b E F,(v). (11) 
Indeed a E F,(U) and b E F,(V) imply 
a=(l-a)u+q, q E Ta (12) 
b=(l-a)u+sr<, 5 E Tb (13) 
and so, from pseudo-contractivity of T, from (12) and (13) and choosing 
u<a/(l -c(), 
lb--bll 6 ll(1 +r)(a-b)-dil-4)11 
= (l+r)(a-b)-; (a-(l-cc)u-b+(l-a)u) 
II II 
(l+r)(a-b)-; ((a-b)-(l-a)(U-u)) 
= ii( 1 +r-6) (a-b)-; (I-rx)(u-“)I1 
$(l+r-~)llUbil+f(l-a)llu-oil, 
i.e., r(l-~)a-‘Ila-bllQr(l-a)a-’ IIu--VII proving (11). 
It follows, in particular, that F,(y) belongs to %a(K) for any y E K. 
Besides TF,(y) is bounded (since T is lipschitzian) and by (9) we can 
conclude, under the hypothesis TKn B, is compact for any r, that for any 
Y E K 
F,(Y) E z(K). (14) 
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Now we note that 
and so from (11) and (14) it follows that the mapping 
FE’,: K + X-(K), x -+ F,(x) 
is nonexpansive and by (10) has the same fixed points of T. 
Hence the claim will be proved if we are able to show that F, has a fixed 
point. 
From Theorem 1 it is enough to prove that the set LS(x,, W(F,(x,)); K) 
is bounded. For this we will see that 
Z&x,, W(F,(x,)); K) c LS(x,, w(Tx,), E; K). 
Indeed, from (9) it follows that 
(15) 
and so ZELS(X~, W(F,(x,)); K) implies 
ZELS(X~, (1 -a)x,+cc w(TF,(x,)); K) 
= u LS(x,, (1 - !x) x0 + cry; K) 
yEE’(TF,(.rO)) 
= u {zEK:T&-Z, (I-cx)x,+ccy-x&O} 
~~imTf~(X”)) 
= u {zeK:r(xo-z, a(y-xx,))<O} 
L.EmTfhJ)) 
= u (zEK: z(x,,-z, y-x&O} (from (3)) 
~~e~‘(Tf~(rg)) 
= u J-(-G, Y; K) 
J E z’( T&(.x0)) 
= LS(x,, w( TF,(x,)); K). 
Hence to prove (15) it is enough to prove that 
LS(x,, W( TF,(x,)); K) E LS(x,, w( TX,), E; K). (16) 
First we note that 
H(W( TFJx,)), W( TX,)) < ;. (17) 
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(from [9, Theorem 21) 
(since F,(x,) -x0 z a( TF,(x,)) -x0) 
~(TF,(xo), Tx,) d & ff(Txck {x01)<; (by the choice of a). 
From this (17) follows since 
(see [9, Lemma 21). 
Finally we prove (16). Let z E LS(x,, W( TF,(x,)); K). Then there exists 
a~C5( TFJx,)) such that $x0-z, a-x0) < 0. From (17) it follows that 
there exists b E W( TX,) such that I(a - blj < s/2 and so 
z(xo-z, b-xo)=t(xo-z, b-a+a-x,) 
<$x,-z, a-x~)+T(x,-z, b-u) (from (4)) 
<7(x,-z, b-u)< lib-all (from (2)) 
<f<E, 
2 
i.e., z E LS(x,, W( T(x,)), E; K). 1 
Remark 9. The previous theorem works also under the weaker 
hypothesis that T maps bounded sets into relatively compact sets instead 
of TK n B, compact for any r > 0. 
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